We will play games like, "Bake a Cake," and
"Buckethead" to encourage underwater faces.
We'll also do jumps and songs to accomplish this
too.
Swimmers will do this with instructor support
repeatedly. This is a primary skill done often in
different ways: with a board, a barbell, a ring,
with instructor, without, walking, in circles,
from bench to bench, from bench to wall, from
bench to instructor.
Primary goals here are keeping body straight
and relaxed in the water. Swimmers will do this
with the instructor starting with head on
shoulder, then holding the head and body, and
finally just supporting the head.

We'll play with rings, diving toys, and doing
games that encourage people to go underwater
and stand up on their own. This is a good skill
that encourages balance. Sometimes we'll rock
the boat to teach how to stand stably.

Swimmers will move over and over and over
doing the same thing: streamline. This is an
essential skill and we're teaching a habit as the
foundation for all forward movement.
Primarily we're looking for a straight body with
the face aiming down and not lifting.
Arms can move in general motions, and do not
need to be pretty or specific locations other
than "circles." Kicking in encouraged, but not
mandatory.
The focus will be on body line and posture. Does
the swimmer keep their body straight and their
chin slightly tucked. Arms move in general circle
motions, and do not need to be "pretty." Kicking
is encouraged to provide primary propulsion.

This is a relatively easy skill to pick up if you put
your face in the water. We'll demonstrate and
sprinkle this throughout the lessons, but not
spend a large amount of time on it. Only an
introduction.

Will mostly work on short distances to practice
general motion of breathing to the side
(<8meters). Will spend majority of time on this
skill working in a variety of ways.
Primarily we're looking for a straight body with
the face aiming down and not lifting.
Arm technique will be improved. Will spend
about 1/2 as much time on this as front crawl.
Generally, if you can do front crawl well, you
can do back crawl welll
Time will be spent on the deck moving through
the motions. We're not teaching the "swim"
now, just the dance move and the flowing
motions the arms take. This is a 1st step.
Breaststroke kick can be very difficult and
takes a lot of time to master. We'll start by
working on deck and the side of the pool.
Initially we'll be practicing this on the deck, and
then in the water without doing kicks. This is the
first step to learning the swim.
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